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Winnipeg turns back
the clock for rock legend
Tom Petty / D1

Woody Allen’s
latest film has female
stars in mind / D1
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Shilo soldier’s death probed
Master Cpl. Josh Roberts, shot dead during a firefight in Afghanistan Saturday, may have been
mistakenly killed by a member of a private security firm, military officials say. ‘The really tragic
thing is... he didn’t want to be in the infantry for the rest of his career,’ says a friend of Roberts,
who was about to become a father for the first time / A3

WINNIPEG

No protest, just peace

Learn something new —
or discover something
old — about your city
Part 1: A, B, C / A10

PERSPECTIVE
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Darcy Pachkowski sends a message outside Westwood Community Church after the funeral
for Tim McLean, who was slain on a Greyhound bus July 30. Hundreds of mourners — many
of whom didn’t even know McLean — gathered outside to keep members of Westboro Baptist
Church from disrupting the funeral, but they never showed. See stories on A4
The man accused of killing Tim McLean could be found not criminally responsible.
That defence has been used successfully in Manitoba / A5

China’s
Games
of chance
Will the Olympics
coax the isolated
country out
of its shell? B1,2

Report from Beijing
MONEY
MATTERS

Buy now,
pay later
If you’re in over
your head, there
are options /B7

Bombers
president
still isn’t
in a firing
mood / C1
Coach Berry
wants change
he can believe in / C3
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Canadian faces
deportation for Beijing
protest / A8
Winnipeg archer
Jason Lyon takes
Olympic lumps
with humour / C1
Randy Turner finds the
new China in the old
Forbidden City / C4
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Woody
muses
about
muses
By Randall King
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Tom Petty has a catalogue of so many hits he could play an entire concert filled with nothing but singles.

Tom! Come around
here some more
Petty, Winwood put on fantastic show
ConcertPreview

By Rob Williams

T

OM Petty is an unlikely superstar.
There’s nothing particularly flashy about
him, he’s ordinary looking and isn’t the kind of
guy you read about in the tabloids raising hell and
chasing skirts.
He seems unassuming and damn the torpedoes,
pretty blood normal. So what makes this seeming
regular guy a superstar?
The songs.
The 57-year-old rock and roll hall of famer has
been releasing albums for more than 30 years and
has a catalogue of so many hits he could play an entire concert filled with nothing but singles.
Winnipeggers were treated to a healthy dose of
those hits last night as Petty and his band the Heartbreakers made their first-ever appearance in the
city for an excited crowd of 13,000 who gathered at
the MTS Centre on a glorious Saturday for a twohour extravaganza by one of America’s great songwriters and showmen.
“How are you? We’re so excited we finally made it
to Winnipeg. It’s Saturday night and we’ve got everything we need for one big ass rock ’n’ roll show,”
Petty said after opening with You Wreck Me and Listen to Her Heart.
He had the crowd on his side from the opening
chords and kept them there with the twangy I Won’t
Back Down, Even the Losers and Free Fallin’, which
turned into a giant sing-along.
He and the Heartbreakers — guitarist Mike Campbell, bassist Ron Blair, drummer Steve Ferrone, keyboardist Benmont Tench and multi-instrumentalist
Scott Thurston — slowed things down for the wistful
Mary Jane’s Last Dance before surprising the audience with the jangly End of the Line, originally recorded by the Traveling Wilburys.
There were more surprises to come as opening act
Steve Winwood joined Petty and the band for two
of Winwood’s best known songs — the Blind Faith
classic Can’t Find My Way Home and Spencer Davis
Group party starter Gimme Good Lovin’.
When Winwood left the stage — decorated with a
giant light rig in the shape of a tree and numerous

Steve Winwood and Tom Petty
❚ Aug. 9, 2008, MTS Centre
❚ Attendance: 13,000
★★★★½ out of ★★★★★
video screens and cubes — Petty kept the feel-good
vibe going with Saving Grace, off his latest album,
2006’s Highway Companion, before digging back to
the past for an extended version of Breakdown from
the band’s 1976’s debut.
Between songs Petty was talkative, and often
seemed genuinely humbled by the admiration coming from the crowd. He often just stood staring into
the dark taking it all in, or raising his arms in the air
and blowing kisses into the audience, who responded
in kind erupting in a huge roar after every song, or
taking over the heavy lifting for Learning to Fly and
yelling “Give it up, stop!” during the vaguely psychedelic Don’t Come Around Here No More, which ended in a blaze of strobes and howling guitars.
Refugee ended the 90-minute main set before the
band returned with Runnin’ Down a Dream, kickstarted by that instantly recognizable riff, a rousing
cover of Them’s Mystic Eyes and the anthem American Girl, which ended the show and sent the audience home bouncing.
Prior to Petty, Winwood took the audience on a trip
through four decades of his musical journey, reaching back to his earliest days in the Spencer Davis
Group and Traffic to his most recent solo album
Nine Lives.
Winwood and his four-piece backing band — two
percussionists, guitarist and saxophonist/flautist —
kicked things off with the 1967 Spencer Davis Group
blues/soul anthem I’m a Man before showcasing new
material such as Hungry Man, Dirty City and At
Times We Do Forget, which were received politely
but probably won’t make any future greatest hits albums.
Winwood switched between guitar and Hammond
organ and was sitting on the keys for a reworked version of his 1986 No. 1 hit Higher Love, given a groovy
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Talk & Reading
A Doctor's Calling
Sunday August 10, 4:00 pm
Polo Park
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The Gargoyle
Monday August 18, 7:00 pm
Polo Park
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Opener Steve Winwood took the audience on a trip
through four decades of his musical history.

island vibe thanks to the heavy percussion.
Winwood has always had one of music’s most distinct voices (there’s no mistaking him for anyone
else) and even at the age of 60 he still sounds as good
as ever. He might not reach for the highest notes
anymore, but he still sounds smooth and soulful, although he’s not the most engaging performer.
The classic Traffic track Dear Mr. Fantasy found
Winwood on guitar, allowing him to reel off the
famous solo at the end of the song before getting
back behind the organ for the R&B flavoured Empty
Pages.
Befitting his status, Winwood had 70 minutes to
show off his stuff — an unusually long set for an
opening act.

For our complete event listings:
mcnallyrobinson.com

rob.williams@freepress.mb.ca
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LOS ANGELES — Woody Allen has
devoted the vast majority of his films
to the subject of relationships, and the
sexual-moral-ethical forces that shape
them. His latest film, Vicki Cristina
Barcelona, the story of two female
friends seduced by a sensual Spanish
artist, fits neatly into that cinematic
genus. Nice and predictable.
But at the age of 72, Woody Allen
still has some surprises left in him.
Appearing in the ballroom of the
Four Seasons Hotel for a press conference in support of the film, the first
and most disconcerting surprise about
the former Allan Stewart Konigsberg
is that he is hard of hearing. Reporters
asking him questions are obliged to
approach him up close and loudly and
clearly address their queries to the bespectacled actor-writer-director. Even
so, he may refer to a publicist to repeat
or clarify the questions.
But any impressions of elder frailty
pretty much explode as soon as Allen
starts delivering his answers.
A former standup comedian who
became one of the most quoted
movie stars of the ’70s (“Don’t knock
masturbation. It’s sex with someone I
love.”) Allen’s delivery is sufficiently
chuckle-inducing that some reporters
reactively guffaw, even when he’s not
intending to say anything funny.
Perhaps the bigger surprise, however, comes from Allen admitting the
circumstances behind the creation of
VCB, his 38th theatrical feature film.
You might think it was a painstakingly constructed film, perhaps inspired by a trip to Spain, where Allen...
who knew?... has a statue erected in
the town of Oviedo. (“My statue in
Oviedo is one of the great mysteries of
western civilization,” he says.)
Obviously, such a film would give
Allen a chance to work with notable
Spanish actors Javier Bardem, hot
off his Oscar win for No Country for
Old Men, and Penelope Cruz, recently
nominated for a best actress Oscar for
her work in Pedro Almodovar’s film
Volver.
But no, that is not at all how the film
came together. It was generated by opportunity more than inspiration.
“I had the idea about two women
going away on a summer thing some
place,” Allen says. “Someone called
from Barcelona and said, ‘Would you
like to make a picture here? We’ll
finance it.’
“That’s always the hardest part of
making any picture, is getting the
financing. Writing it, directing it or
anything else is easier than getting the
financing for it, so I said sure, I would
do it.”
“I had no idea for anything for it,
and then about a week or two later I
got a call from Penelope Cruz. I didn’t
know her, she wanted to meet, and
she was in New York. I had only seen
her in Volver and nothing else, ever. I
thought she was great in it, and she
said that she knew I was doing a film
in Barcelona, and she would like to
participate.
“Then I heard Javier (Bardem) was
interested, so gradually it took shape.
I was writing for these people. I was
deliberately writing for these people.”
Not surprising at all is the fact
that Allen was gravitating to Scarlett
Johansson to play the role of Cristina,
a sexually adventurous would-be artist
who finds herself attracted not only
to Bardem’s sensual painter, but also
to his emotionally unstable ex-wife,
played by Cruz.
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